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Whether a firm is big or small, the ability to rely on a coherent and uniform process of
working and accessing client documents is vitally important. Yet the larger the firm, the
greater the challenge in ensuring all employees in all offices are working from the same
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archived documents, a decision on controls and processes had yet to be made.
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BAIWay ClientDocs™ has not only provided MacKay with the required protocols for
completed files (such as the seamless integration of Doc.It to its mix of tools that lock
down the published side of document management), it also offers an entirely
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movement of a client file through its many
iterations within a busy accounting firm. BAI has
created a new electronic platform of ‘best-ofbreed’ software applications to help assure
MacKay that all staff are working from the same
script for both unpublished and published work-
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process,” says Michael Hubber, Firm-Wide IT Lead.

“We didn’t necessarily have a change in medium. (We had all our old unpublished files
within CaseWare and those kinds of applications.) So we were 75% of the way there with
our other paperless process. I think just the concept of unpublished and published, in
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terms of electronic form, allowed us to get maybe 100% there.”
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Bye, “was consistency when it came to where
certain things were filed outside of the normal
year-end file. Like, a tax re-organization file –
where was it?” BAI is presently helping MacKay
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published document is at work – separate, yet in
tandem to allow the accountant the clearest and
most accessible view of a client’s financial profile.
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“We’re just starting to get some of the published
documents to the Archive,” says Bye. “Eventually
that will happen, but right now there’s still a lot of
paper in my office.”
For Bye and Hubber the long-term benefit of
BAIWay ClientDocs™ is a paperless system that
inextricably links its far-flung offices with a
uniformity of action and purpose. “A big chunk of
it in our case is consistency amongst all our offices
- that we’re all on the same page,” says Bye.
“We’re looking to move towards more of a
centralized model, and BAI is going to allow us to
get to that more consistent platform, consistent
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methodology.”

